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Nissan, a well-known automobile manufacturer, has recently faced a transmission recall due to issues found in specific models. The Nissan transmission recall was announced after discovering a potential risk for a rollaway condition while the vehicle is in park, affecting specific 2020-2023 Titan and model year 2020-2022 Frontier vehicles.
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This isn’t the first time Nissan has dealt with CVT transmission issues. The company previously had a lawsuit where vehicle owners claimed that their cars’ continuously variable transmissions (CVTs) were defective. As a result, Nissan reached a settlement worth over $277 million to resolve some of these defective transmission claims, which included the 2014-2018 Nissan Rogue models.




Nissan owners must stay informed about recalls and other vehicle-related issues to ensure their safety on the road. Owners can check their vehicle’s recall status using the Nissan VIN Lookup tool provided on their website.




Nissan CVT Transmission Recall




Nissan has issued recalls for specific models because of transmission-related problems. These recalls aim to fix issues discovered in the transmission system of these vehicles and ensure proper functioning and safety.




Affected Models




The affected models are the 2020-2023 Nissan Titan and 2020-2022 Nissan Frontier vehicles. The Nissan transmission recall is due to an issue that may result in a rollaway condition while the vehicle is parked. The resistance between the parking rod and wedge inside the transmission housing may inhibit the movement of the wedge and parking pawl, causing the issue.




Additionally, current and former owners of 2014-2018 Nissan Rogue, 2015-2018 Nissan Pathfinder, and 2015-2018 Infiniti QX60 vehicles may have faced transmission-related problems leading to two or more replacements or repairs to the transmission assembly.




However, it is worth noting that recent Nissan recalls related to the Rogue’s transmission were not issued to address the deficiencies or unreliability of their continuously variable transmissions (CVTs). Instead, these recalls focused on fixing minor problems.




Another issue worth mentioning is the alleged transmission defect in some Nissan vehicles that caused them to suddenly jerk and shake while being operated. One plaintiff experienced this problem while driving in the middle of a five-lane freeway.




Reasons for the Nissan CVT Transmission Recall




Nissan has issued a transmission recall for specific models, specifically the 2020-2023 Titan and 2020-2022 Frontier vehicles, due to a transmission issue that may result in a rollaway condition while the vehicle is parked. This issue has been identified as a problem with the parking rod and wedge movement inside the transmission housing for some vehicles Safety Recall Campaign.




The transmission defect causing this recall stems from dimensional variations during the manufacturing process. As a result, reduced clearance may cause contact between the edge of the parking pawl and the boss on the transmission case. This contact may inhibit the proper functioning of the parking pawl, leading to potential rollaway situations even when the vehicle is in the park 2022 Nissan Frontier Transmission Recall Problems.




Transmission defects have been a recurring issue for Nissan, as evidenced by the previous settlement related to continuously variable transmissions (CVTs) in specific models. In that case, affected vehicles were reported to suddenly jerk and shake while being operated due to a transmission defect.




With safety as a top priority, manufacturers and regulatory bodies like the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) work to address potential vehicle defects as soon as they are identified. Recalls like this one ensure that drivers can continue to trust in the reliability and safety of their vehicles.
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Owner Notification and Recall Process




Nissan takes the safety concerns of their customers seriously and has a systematic approach to addressing transmission recalls. This section will discuss the timeline and recall instructions for affected Nissan vehicle owners.




Transmission Recall Timeline




The initial notification about the recall is mailed to the vehicle owners. For example, Nissan started mailing interim notification letters to affected vehicle owners in October 2022 for one recall and July 2022 for another recall. The interim notification informs vehicle owners about the identified issue and the upcoming recall campaign.




Once parts become available or the final remedy is ready, Nissan sends a second owner notification letter with instructions to bring their vehicle to an authorized Nissan dealer for a free repair.




Recall Instructions




Upon receiving the second owner notification letter, affected Nissan vehicle owners should follow the instructions to schedule an appointment with an authorized Nissan dealer. The dealer will perform the necessary repairs at no cost to the owner.




In case vehicle owners want to check for any open recalls, they can:




	Look it up online using their VIN (Vehicle Identification Number)
	Call their local Nissan car dealership and inquire about the recall list





By following the formal recall process, Nissan vehicle owners can help ensure the safety and reliability of their vehicles.




Possible Solutions and Repairs




Nissan has taken action to address the transmission issues in various vehicle models. For instance, they initiated a safety recall campaign targeting certain 2020-2023 Titan and 2020-2022 Frontier vehicles to address transmission control module (TCM) related problems.




Furthermore, a quality action campaign was launched to extend the Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) warranty for 2014-2018 Rogue and 2015-2018 Pathfinder vehicles.




It is essential for vehicle owners to regularly check for any recall or service campaigns for their specific model by visiting the official Nissan USA website and entering their vehicle identification number (VIN). This can help identify necessary actions to keep their vehicles safe and optimal.




For those experiencing transmission issues, it is recommended to:




	Follow any recall campaigns and promptly schedule appointments with authorized Nissan dealerships for the specified repairs
	Report concerns to Nissan Customer Service and provide all necessary documentation, such as maintenance records and receipts
	Seek advice from knowledgeable mechanics who specialize in Nissan vehicles to help diagnose the issue and offer appropriate solutions





Through these steps, Nissan vehicle owners can effectively address potential transmission problems and ensure their vehicles perform optimally and safely.
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Impact on the Nissan Brand




Nissan has faced some challenges due to transmission-related recalls, which have raised customer concerns and reduced consumer trust in the brand. One of these recalls involved certain 2014-2018 Nissan Rogue, 2015-2018 Nissan Pathfinder and 2015-2018 Infiniti QX60 vehicles that required two or more replacements or repairs to the transmission assembly




Furthermore, a recent recall campaign affected 2020-2023 Nissan Titan and 2020-2022 Nissan Frontier vehicles, which were recalled due to a rollaway risk while the vehicle was in park. These recalls highlight the importance of addressing quality control issues in Nissan’s transmission systems to protect the brand reputation.




Recalls can have financial repercussions for automakers, not just in terms of the cost to repair or replace affected parts, but also in terms of potential lawsuits and loss of market share. Additionally, customers who have experienced transmission issues or are aware of these recalls may be hesitant to purchase a Nissan vehicle, further impacting the brand’s reputation and sales.




Nissan has taken steps to address these issues and support affected customers by offering free repairs at authorized dealerships and settling lawsuits relating to transmission problems. Despite these efforts, the automaker needs to continue improving the quality and reliability of its transmissions to mitigate the negative impact on its brand.




Summary




In recent years, Nissan has faced several transmission-related issues and recalls. Among these, the most notable cases involve the 2020-2023 Titan and 2020-2022 Frontier vehicles, which have been recalled due to a potential rollaway condition while parked.




Additionally, a settlement has been reached for the 2014-2018 Nissan Rogue, 2015-2018 Nissan Pathfinder, and 2015-2018 Infiniti QX60 vehicles, which required two or more replacements or repairs to the transmission assembly.




Other affected models include the 2013-2017 Nissan Sentra, 2014-2017 Nissan Versa Note, and 2012-2017 Nissan Versa with CVT transmission problems.




For Nissan owners, staying informed about any recalls that may affect their vehicles is essential. To do so, Nissan provides a VIN lookup tool to search for safety recall information on vehicles produced after March 15, 1994.




Maintaining awareness and acting promptly on recall notifications will help ensure the safety and well-functioning of Nissan vehicles.




Nissan CVT Transmission Recall FAQ




Below are some frequently asked questions about the Nissan transmission recall.




Which Nissan vehicles are affected by the transmission recall?




The recall primarily affects the following models:




	2020-2023 Nissan Titan
	2020-2023 Nissan Frontier
	2014-2018 Nissan Rogue
	2015-2018 Nissan Pathfinder
	2015-2018 Infiniti QX60





What is the issue with the recalled transmissions?




These Nissan vehicles may have defective transmission control modules (TCMs) that require reprogramming. The issue could lead to reduced vehicle performance, improper shifting, or stalling, increasing the risk of accidents.




How do I know if my Nissan is affected by the recall?




You can use the Nissan VIN Lookup tool to check if your vehicle has any active recalls, including the transmission recall. Simply enter your 17-character vehicle identification number (VIN) and search for any outstanding recalls initiated after March 15, 1994.




What should I do if my Nissan vehicle is affected by the recall?




If your vehicle is affected by the recall, contact your local Nissan dealer to schedule an appointment for the necessary repairs. The dealer will reprogram the transmission control module (TCM) free of charge to resolve the issue.










Start a free, no-obligation claim review today
with an experienced lemon law lawyer.




Free lemon law review




If a dealership cannot repair your car (after more than one attempt), you may have a lemon law claim for repurchase or replacement.




To see if you qualify for a lemon law claim, fill out the form below.




	Pay nothing unless you win
	Millions recovered
	23+ years experience







                
                        Name(Required)
                            
                            
                                                    
                                                    First
                                                
                            
                            
                                                    
                                                    Last
                                                
                            
                        

Email(Required)
                            
                        

Phone number(Required)

City and State where you purchased or leased the vehicle.(Required)    
                    
                        
                                    
                                    City
                                 
                                        
Alabama
Alaska
American Samoa
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Guam
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Northern Mariana Islands
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
U.S. Virgin Islands
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Armed Forces Americas
Armed Forces Europe
Armed Forces Pacific


                                        State
                                      
                    

                

What model and year is your Nissan?(Required) 

Did you purchase or lease the vehicle new or used?
			
					
					New
			

			
					
					Used
			



Do you still own the vehicle?(Required)
			
					
					Yes
			

			
					
					No
			



What is the vehicle's current mileage? 

Have you taken the vehicle to a dealership for transmission issues? If yes, how many times and was the work done under warranty?(Required)

Please describe any other problems you've had with the vehicle.

Consent(Required) I have read the Attorney Advertising Disclaimer (opens in a new tab)
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The List of Cancers Linked to the Camp Lejeune Water Contamination Grows
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7 Key Facts to Know About Camp Lejeune Claims
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Detecting Stolen Catalytic Converters: How Do You Know?
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Hackers Claim 6 TB of Personal Data Stolen in Change Healthcare Breach
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Subaru Class Action Lawsuit Claims Starlink Infotainment System Prone to Freezing
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Parents File Class Action Over Clark County School District Data Breach
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Stanley Cups Contain Lead, Class Action Lawsuit Alleges
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Disclaimer: Information on this site may be considered attorney advertising under your state’s laws and ethical rules. This site and its content are for general information purposes, not legal advice. Information on this site may be incomplete or out-of-date. Always consult with your doctor before stopping any medication.




No attorney-client relationship is created between you and any attorney who publishes content or contact forms on this site. Hiring a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely on articles or advertisements.
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